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Although the film does not directly
teach biological concepts or scientific
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Controversy

Lawrence C. Scharmann

theories, evolution pervades as the
theme of InherittheWind.As such, one
cannot make use of this film and avoid
the inevitable .

.

. questions about ev-

olution and its relationship to values
and personal belief systems. Among
the many benefits of using Inheritthe
Wind as an instructional tool is the
opportunity to discuss science in a
more general and holistic context (i.e.
using sociology, philosophy and history, etc. as perspectives).In fact, such
a benefit is consistent with a campaign
to more directly incorporate the history and nature of science within the
biology curriculum (Bybee, Ellis &
Matthews 1992;Silverman1992).
In theoretical terms, these contexts
establish a perspective recommended
by recent researchers in teaching
about the history and nature of scientific theories and their development
(Duschl 1990; Hodson 1988; Nelson
1986;Root-Bernstein1984;Scharmann
1990; Silverman 1992; Solomon et al.
1992). Hodson (1988), for instance,
carefullyconstructedan argumentthat
scientists and science teachers understand the nature of science little better
than the students for whom they provide instruction because they tend to
work with or teach science in circumstances that are traditionally expertcentered, factually verifiable, and
teacher-directed.In other words, their
research and/or instructional emphases reflect the logical and the empirical. Having had so much success
working within the current scientific
paradigms, those individuals often
most intimate with science are also
those who are remiss in accurately
portraying how scientific knowledge
claims are made, how they are justified, why they became accepted during a particulartime in history, and
how they are ultimately challenged
and eventually replaced. Such an inadequateportrayalmisrepresentshow
scientific knowledge gets generated
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and is inconsistent with both a contemporary understanding of the philosophy of science (Aicken 1991;
Duschl 1990)and with an understanding for how science learning takes
place among novices (Osborne& Freyberg 1985;Shayer& Adey 1981).Thus,
historical, philosophical and sociological perspectives are importantto consider in creating a more philosophically valid science curriculum.
In practical terms, however, such
contexts can representimportantcriteria for the selection of science instructional materials.Historical,philosophical and sociological considerations,
although often overshadowed by logical and empiricalcriteria,should not
be construedas replacingbut ratheras
complements to more traditional instructional selection criteria. Nevertheless, because values and beliefs are
obviously quite dependent upon personal history, individual experiences
and culturaldiversity, the importance
of including history, philosophy and
sociology as framesof referencefor the
study of science should not be underestimated (Duschl 1990, 1988 & 1985;
Hodson 1988;Silverman1992).
To exemplify the applicationof history, philosophy and sociology in a
science classroom, it would seem appropriate to characterize the contextual setting leading up to the Scopes
trial. To delineate a historicalcontext,
Nelkin (1982) adequately summarizes
the time framefrom 1895through 1920
in the following:
In the United States, Victorianculture
thetheoryof evolution.In 1895,
absorbed
recomAssociation
theNationalEducation
mendeda zoologycoursethat was evoluand biologytexttionaryin organization,
booksprior to 1920 beganto introduce
evolutiontheoryto secondaryschoolsand
collegestudents,oftenpresentingit with
asandperhaps
self-conscious
extraordinary
surance."Wedonotknowofanycompetent
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The statement above, taken from
the original film version of Inheritthe
Wind,can be used to generate student
interest and initiate excellent opportunities for teaching critical thinking
skills in high school biology. Set in
1925and starringSpencerTracy,Gene
Kelly and Fredric March, Inherit the
Windportraysa small Tennessee town
caught up in the fanaticism and mob
mentality associated with a trial modeled after the famous "ScopesMonkey
Trial"in which a high school teacher
was arrestedfor teaching evolutionary
theory, an action contrary to Tennessee law. This film, however, is much
more than either explosive courtroom
drama or a science-religion historical
documentary. Indeed, the religion
against science backdropis often overshadowed by human displays of
greed, pride, notoriety, power, politics and even romance (Wagner1989).
Filmed in black and white, Inheritthe
Windattempts to set a starkcontrastof
good versus evil; however, the concepts turn out to be not so simple. The
film does not explicitly teach about
evolutionarytheory. Instead, it frames
an opportunity to examine a societal
response to it. Filled with symbolism,
the dramahas much to offerobservant
students and innovative teachers.

Though

naturalistwho has any hesitationin acceptingthe generaldoctrine.Thereis no
rival hypothesisto evolution,exceptthe
out-wornand completelyrefutedone of
specialcreation,nowretainedby theignorant,dogmatic,and theprejudiced."
(Nelkin 1982, pp. 29-30)

... thatdeveloped
aroundtheturnof the
centuryas a defensiveresponseto the
threateningsocialchangesbroughtabout
by the industrialrevolution,and to the
culturaldiversitybroughtabout by increasingimmigration.Literalinterpretation of the Bible becamethe bulwark
againstmodernideas.
By the 1920s, the issue of evolution
dividedProtestantchurches;
fundamentalists deniedthe validityof evolution,and
modernistssoughtto reconciletheirfaith
withscience.Controlovereducational
institutionswas the arenafor theirbattles.
... amongNortherners
who had reconciled religionand evolution,the old assumptionaboutincompatibility
of science
and religionseemedalmostabsurdby the
timethe Scopestrialbroughtthe issue to
nationalprominence.
... [theexistenceof] hostilitywas due
largelyto the associationof evolutionary
theorywith disturbingsocialproblemsof
the day . .. [reflectiveof] a comparatively

lawlessperiod.
(Nelkin 1982, pp. 30-31)

Evolution theory has continued to
be debated throughout the intervening decades between the Scopes trial
and today. Thus, the teaching of evolution in the secondary classroom has
been surrounded by periodic public
controversy ever since its initial pro-

Seenin the lightof evolution,biologyis,
the mostsatisfying
perhaps,intellectually
andinspiringscience.Withoutthatlightit
becomesa pile of sundryfacts-some of
theminterestingorcuriousbutmakingno
meaningful
pictureas a whole.
(Dobzhansky1973,p. 129)

Instruction & Evolution
Because evolutionarytheory continues to play out as a controversialissue
with the general public, in actualityit
presents unique opportunitiesfor biology teachers.By makinguse of diverse
public perceptions, historical or contemporary, teachers can engage students in constructive activities which
require criticalthinking. Research indicates that structured controversy,
especially in the case of advanced students, dramatically enhances these
skills Johnson et al. 1985; Nelson
1986; Scharmann 1990; Silverman
1992; Solomon et al. 1992). Although
the Johnson et al. model is intended to
engage students in controversy that
requirescriticalthinking and is appropriate for any issue in which at least
two alternative positions exist, two
authors, Nelson (1986) and Scharmann (1990),speak directlyto the use
of this instructionalapproachas it applies to teaching and learning evolutionary principles. According to Nelson (1986),teacherswho have adopted
small group, peer interactive discussions were freed from the need to be
experts in evolutionary theory. He
also suggested that, by making students discuss among themselves (in a
structured manner) the dynamic and
often uncertain nature of science,
teachers could provide opportunities
for their students to appreciatescientific theories on both a more adequate and honest level. In addition,
Scharmann (1990) claimed that students possessing a strong and wellestablished rapportwith their teacher
will generate a sufficientlevel of conflict among themselves both within
and between discussion groups. If
frustrated by a lack of within or between group consensus concerning

points of controversy, students must
eventually turn to the "trusted"
teacher to assist them in resolving
their points of contention. Finally, it
has been demonstratedthat the use of
structuredcontroversyin instructional
strategies results in higher student
motivationand overallachievementin
science Johnson et al. 1985; Scharmann 1990).
Before returningto Inheritthe Wind,
it should be noted that the use of
structuredacademiccontroversyis not
advocated prior to students possessing at minimuma general awareness of
the scientific evidence in support of
evolutionary theory. It is likewise important that students receive information related to legal decision making
with respect to the separation of
church and state. With respect to the
latter, it is critical for teachers and
students to examine together the basic
principles of a 1971 Supreme Court
case known as Lemon v. Kurtzman.
All prominent court cases associated
with the evolution/creation controversy have made use of this ruling in
rendering court verdicts (Wagner
1989). Known as the "Lemon test,"
this ruling is useful for assessing
whether a statute violates the First
Amendment rights of an individual to
basic freedoms of religion, speech,
press, assembly and petition (Rapp
Educational 1984). Scott (1991) correctly summarizes this ruling as consisting of three criteria:
1. The statute must have a secular
purpose.
2. Its principal or primary effect
must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion.
3. The statute should not cause any
undue entanglement of religion
and the state in attempting to
enforce it.
By contrast, it is useful to note that
as a result of the periodic public debates over what constitutes religion,
the courts have also attempted to delineate what constitutes science. Science (at least legally), according to
Hooker (1982), possesses the following essential characteristics:
1. It is guided by naturallaw.
2. It has to be explanatoryby reference to naturallaw.
3. It is testableagainst the empirical
world.
4. Its conclusions are tentative (i.e.
are not necessarily the final
word).
5. It is possible to falsify it.
The lists above make it possible to
examine alternativetheories,historical,
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Nelkin goes on to imply, from a
philosophical perspective, that even
factions within the theological community had come to accept the language of evolution. Theologians from
a variety of denominations began to
recognize that perhaps science as a way
of knowing did not speak to religious
questions nor free one from them.
Likewise, the logic inevitably led to a
parallel inference that theology as a
way of knowing did not speak to scientific questions nor necessarilyfree one
fromthem (Kramer1986;Nelkin 1982).
Unfortunately, this reconciliation between science and theology as complementary ways of knowing did not last.
In the 1920s the conflict between evolution and religion resurfaced as a
public issue, initiated by a religious
movement known as fundamentalism.
Again, Nelkin aptly describes the sociological conditions that gave rise to
fundamentalismas an Americanmovement:

motion in 1859. And although the
teaching of evolution can be a complicated and time-consuming process,
most biology teachers understand evolution to be the organizing theme
upon which science as a wayofknowing
constructs an explanation for the diversity of the living world. In an often
cited articleentitled, "Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light
of Evolution," Theodosius Dobzhansky remarked:

contemporaryand even student-generated theories by comparing such
theories against the above criteria. If
performedproperly, students can gain
a sense of why one theory gains more
favor among scientists over other alternatives.
Finally, as a preview to Inheritthe
Wind,students should be made aware
of the highly energetic and emotional
nature of some scenes. Students must
keep in mind that the film is a play and
not a factual documentary, even
though it makes use of a great many
representative quotes taken directly
from the "Scopes" trial transcript
upon which it is based.

In the movie, five characters are
most prominent: Bertrum Cates, the
school teacher; Matthew Brady, the
literalist prosecutor; Henry Drummond, the spirited defense attorney;
Reverend Brown, the town's fundamentalist religious leader; and Rachel
Brown, the meek daughter of the Reverend and fiancee of Bertrum Cates.
Each student in the class can be assigned one of these charactersto identify with during the trial.Since the film
is divided into "days," each student
should keep a journal/diaryon his/her
assigned character, making personal
entries as well as answering specifically structured questions. Journals
permit students to make observations
about their character,inferences concerning their behavior, interpretations
of their feelings, and predictionsabout
their subsequent actions. Time should
be given during class to complete
these journal entries.
Pre-Activity
Discuss the purpose of the activity
as an opportunity to be an observerinterpreterof one of the majorcharacters in a movie. Assign each student a
character with whom they should
identify. Have students prepare their
journalsby predicting how their charactermight act in the upcoming showing of the film (after providing the
briefsketches discussed above). (Note:
Eachday the film should be viewed for
approximately30 minutes).
Day 1
View the first 30 minutes of the film,
through the argumentbetween Rachel
Brown and her father. Allow students
time to briefly discuss what they have
seen. Take the remaining class time
to permit students to make a second

Day 2
Today students will witness the arrivalof the defense attorney,the selection of the jury, the conversation between Henry Drummond and Mrs.
Brady, the tent meeting, and finally
the conversationbetween Drummond
and Matthew Brady. Once again, allow class time for journal entries.
Have students relate what happened
in the town during this second day,
what happened to their characterand
why, how "they" responded to these
events, and how "they" feel about
their life now.
Day 3
During the film on this third day,
students will watch the trial, Drummond withdrawingfrom the case, and
a "turning point" conversation between Drummond and another character named Hombeck. As a subsequent activity, have students again
make journal entries similar to those
requested upon the completion of the
second day.
Day 4
MatthewBradyis calledas a witness
for the remainder of the trial. The
scene is emotional and a complete
surprise to students who were previously unfamiliarwith the movie. Encourage students to carefully follow
the events depicted in the film all the
way to the end. The final conversation
between Drummondand Hornbeckis
very important, as is Drummond's
exit. Again, students should be given
sufficienttime to reflect upon the film
by writing personal entries in their
journals, using themes or considerations like those of the previous two
days.
Day 5
Bring the students back together to
summarize the influence the trial had
on their characters.Have the students
assemble into charactergroups (i.e. all
of the students identifyingwith Rachel
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Brown get together). Once together,
students should share journal entries
and discuss individual reactions to
and reflections about their character.
Charactergroups are to constructone
final journal entry concerning their
characterof mutual identity. This entry should be made from the perspective of several years after the trial.The
group must attend to and come to
consensus regarding: 1. "Knowing
what I know now, what would I have
done differently?"and 2. "What was
gained and/orlost in my life because of
the events of that week?"Finally,each
charactergroup selects one memberto
represent their characterin reporting
back to the entire class.

FurtherInstructionalNotes
During the instructional week, in
between viewing the film and having
students maintain their journal entries, opportunities present themselves for teachersto assist students to
better understand the nature of science and how science differs from
other ways of knowing the world. One
key point that should be emphasized
daily concerns the fact that science, as
a way of knowing, is appropriatefor
answering many but not all questions.
The same point needs to emphasized
for religion and aesthetics. Teachers
should thereforeanticipateneeding to
deal with students' assumptions and
inferencesconcerningissues implicitly
treatedin the film, and encourage students to think critically about questions such as:
* What were the arguments presented by each side in the trial?
* What was the nature of the evidence used by each side in the
case?
* What are the assumptions made
by each side regarding the nature
of what constitutes knowledge?
In addition, although these issues are
initially raised in a biology classroom,
it would be highly appropriateto involve other teachers(i.e. social studies
or English) in providing additional
thematicinstructionaltime. For example, English teachersmight assist with
the use of "stream-of-consciousness"
writing techniques, or social studies
teachers might introduce further insights concerning the historical context in which the film takes place.
Essentially, in relation to the science
classroom, it is importantfor teachers
to promote a recognition among students that science has implications
that extend beyond the biology classroom.
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Instructional Planning
Suggestions

entry in their journals (Note: Henry
Drummond has not yet arrived).This
entry should begin with a revision of
student predictions, concerning their
character,by writinga probable"summary"of their life as this characterup
to the "day" they have just witnessed
in the film. The entry should also
detail the events of the day from the
perspectiveof their character-remind
them that they are the character
... tell them to describe how they
feel, how they responded, and what
they are thinking about.

Final Thoughts

ENHANCING
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THINIaNG419
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A rationale has been provided for
considering the importanceof history,
philosophy and sociology as complements to more traditionallogical and
empiricalcriteriaconcerningthe selection of instructionalmaterials in high
school biology classes. While past attempts to promote such a consideration were often quite vigorous, little
was documented concerning how this
could have or had been done (Solomon et al. 1992). By contrast, the
authorsin this paper describenot only
an invitationto make use of such complementary criteria, they delineate
suggestions for how to implement
such an inclusive and more holistic
approach.
The instructional approach described in this paper had part of its
origins in connection with a summer
institute conducted at Kansas State
University and sponsored by the National Science Foundation(GrantTPE8955245). This institute, attended by
secondary science teachers, was titled
"The Nature of Science and Instructional Role of ScientificTheories." As
part of this experience, teachers were
expected to design and implement an
innovative instructional activity during the next academic year that focused student attention both on the
necessarilyuncertainnature of science
and the presentation of science in
ways that would transcend the traditional science curriculum. This paper
is an attempt to characterizeone such
instructional effort at Pratt High
School (Pratt,Kansas).
Although it was not the intention of
the authors to describe the results of
an experimental design comparing
this instructional activity to a more
traditionalone or any other alternative
approachto teachingevolutionarytheory, it should be noted that students
enjoyed the approach, and benefited
from engaging in the use of critical
thinking skills and in enhancing their
knowledge about evolution theory.
Students at PrattHigh School, in general, have not historically felt threatened by more traditionaltreatmentsof
instruction concerning evolutionary
theory. It is the opinion of the classroom teacher, nonetheless, that students who engaged in the Inheritthe
Windactivity displayed a greater positive attitudetowardbiology in general
and of evolution more specificallythan
students who studied evolutionary
principles in previous years. Suchnan
anecdotalreportwould requirea more
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